
 

Is this the real life? Is it just fantasy? 

This is the real life! The Cutting Edge conference is back! 

 

This year we organize it within the celebration of  

100th anniversary of University of Ljubljana in collaboration with  

the National institute of Chemistry, the National institute of Biology and the Jožef Stefan Institute. 

We start already on Monday, 16. 9. 2019 at 7pm at the atrium ZRC SAZU (Novi trg 2, Ljubljana) where we in 

collaboration with the Science on the Street team organize the first Cutting Edge 

SCIENCE SLAM  
More about how to be one of the presenters or just come and listen can be found here.  

 
The unforgettable  

CUTTING EDGE 2019 CONFERENCE  
will take place the next day, Tuesday, 17. 9. 2019 from 8am till eternity (7pm officially), 

at UL FKKT (Večna pot 113, Ljubljana). This year’s topic is Communicating in Science and the  

line-up of the invited speakers is just breath-taking: 

 

Alok Jha 
(currently science and technology correspondent at The Economist, previously journalist for ITV News, the 

Guardian and the BBC will give a plenary lecture) 

Andreja Kutnar 
(the only Slovene COST action holder will talk more about what COST actions are, what the benefits of 

being involved in them are and how to join them) 

Katerina Peterkova 
(an ITN Marie Curie PhD fellow will share with us her experience about ITN-MSCA programmes and why to 

choose to study abroad) 

Matevž Dular  
(holder of an ERC consolidator grant will talk about ERC funding, his exciting research and how to plan and 

build your research career) 

Noah Charney 
(we all know Noah, right? He will lead one of the afternoon workshops focusing on narration and 

storytelling in communicating research results) 

 

 

Since we know you are a true researcher and thus have  

SO MANY QUESTIONS 

we answered to most of them already here. If we missed any, do let us know.  

 

Looking forward to September!  

The Cutting Edge team 

https://www.uni-lj.si/
http://www.nib.si/
http://www.nib.si/
https://www.ijs.si/ijsw
https://znc.si/english/
http://www.cutting-edge.si/science-slam/
https://www.alokjha.com/
https://innorenew.eu/employee/andreja-kutnar/
https://www.lightdynamics.eu/esr-6-katerina-peterkovaacute.html
https://www.matevzdular.com/
https://noahcharney.smugmug.com/
http://www.cutting-edge.si/cutting-edge-conference-2019/

